LUU Roof Garden
Envisioning a productive roof garden showpiece
Phil Mason

Design Brief
Leeds University Union Roof Garden

To investigate and propose design ideas for a productive
roof garden on the Leeds University Union (LUU) building.

The roof garden should be:
A) Productive - Each plant should in some way work for its place in the garden.
Whether it is edible, a fuel, enhances biodiversity, a medicine or a polinator every
plant should have a purpose beyond purely aesthetics, although aesthetics are
important too!
B) Attractive - As well as being productive, the roof garden should be an attractive
place to be. Visually pleasing planting combinations, well organised spaces and
exciting features should attract people to engage with the garden. The garden
should be a destination and an example of the potential of green roofs.
C) Self-Sustaining - The roof garden should be as close to self-sustaining as is possible
with current technology. The energy and water needs of the garden should be met
using renewable power produced on the roof and water collected from rainfall.

N.B. This document is an academic assignment for a Leeds Metropolitan Landscape Architecture MA. It offers background
research and case studies and also provides some ideas for the possibility of productive roof gardens on the LUU. No building
surveys or engineering assessments have been made. These would need to be carried out, and the design tailored accordingly,
before any live scheme was considered.

Global Issues
Why should we grow food in our cities?

Our existing economic model demands growth which in turn demands increased
consumption and as a consequence more waste is produced. The growing world
population facilitates this economic growth but so too, our natural resources are being
depleted further and further. There has to be a point where growth is no longer possible
on our planet.
Scientists are now 95% convinced that human activity is the main cause of the current
rise in global temperature and if the predictions are correct we will soon see a reduction
in the amount of land that can be used for yielding crops. So, with an expanding
population but a contracting capacity for food production we look to be on course for
food shortages unless we can produce more food in the space available to us.
Currently we rely on food imports from all over the world to satisfy our demand for
all kinds of foods all through the year as we continue to lose touch with the reality of
locally produced, seasonal goods. However, urban agriculture, or growing food closer
to home, is on the rise and is one way in which we could produce food more sustainably
and begin to close the foreseen future gap in food availability.

Rooftop Farming in New York City

Further to this, poor water management is leading to shortages in places where water
is needed the most and flooding in places where access to clean water is not an issue.
Productive green roofs are one promising option to helping alleviate some of the above
issues. Space for productive growing between buildings in our cities is limited and the
land is highly valuable, so making use of roof space for this purpose seems workable.
Producing food on roofs might provide an engaging way for people to get into food
growing which would begin to combat the general lack of enthusiasm surrounding
growing your own food and raise awareness of the greater issues sparking this rise in
urban agriculture. Green roofs also have the added perk of reducing and slowing down
water runoff from buildings which would help towards flood alleviation.
How Green Roofs relate to the wider issues

Roof Gardens
What are green roofs?

An increasing awareness of the need for green space in cities and the benefits
to health and wellbeing that these green spaces can provide is leading to a
revolution in greening of cities. Space for parks and gardens on the ground is
limited and available land is often developed to provide additional residential,
commercial or industrial building space. This lack of space on the ground is
leading to more green roofs as people look to bring plants and nature back
into our cities to provide space to relax and feel closer to nature once again.
Green roofs and roof gardens are not a new idea. People have been planting on
tops of buildings for millennia, for example the Hanging Gardens of Babylon.
It is in the late 19th and the 20th century when green roofs began to become
more common, particularly amongst wealthy clients who saw beautiful
rooftop gardens as a way to attract attention for prestige and for commercial
purposes. New building methods allowed for larger flat roofs and these become
widespread throughout our cities and green roofs followed. It is only quite
recently though that green roofs have begun to be seen as one antidote to the
environmental costs inflicted by our relentless urban development and as a result
of this we are now seeing the current proliferation of green roofs in our cities.
Germany is the world leader of green roof activity with laws promoting
their implementation as a measure to ensure that any new development
avoids unnecessary damage to nature. Green roof installation has increased
drastically as a result and free technical advice is provided in many regions
to ensure that the quality of green roofs is good. This includes advice on
the thickness of substrate and other details of construction that affect
water-holding capacity. In the UK we still see green roofs as a relatively
novel idea, perhaps the introduction of such incentives would increase their
implementation.
(Information from N. Dunnett book)
Green roof atop the Chicago City Hall building

Roof Gardens - Types
The three main types of green roofs

Intensive green roofs are generally intended to be accessed by people
and used much like a ground level garden. Generous substrate depths (at
least 15cm) allow these types of roof garden to support the whole range of
vegetation types, from trees and shrubs through to lawns.
An Intensive Green Roof

Extensive green roofs are usually not designed to be used regularly by

people and are more commonly seen as being more ecological. They have
relatively thin substrate depths (between 2-15cm) which reduces the amount
of vegetation types that can be supported and also reduces the extra loading
on the building.
An Extensive Green Roof

Somewhere between the two Semi-Intensive green roofs have a mix
of spaces, some of which are in need of maintenance while some areas are
left to their own devices. The intensive and extensive elements of the roof are
seemlessly integrated and offer a way of greening a whole roof including areas
which may not be suitable for intensive green roofing, or, it may just be a way
of reducing maintenance.
A Semi-Intensive Green Roof

Roof Gardens - The Benefits
Roof gardens can help our environment in lots of ways

Environmental Benefits
Biodiversity

Green roofs create new habitats for wildlife. This is certainly
welcome in the city context where wild green spaces can
be few and far between.

Reduce Water Runoff

The runoff of rain water falling on a green roof can be up to 60%
less than for conventional roofs. This water retention can help
alleviate strain on our already stressed city drainage systems.

Urban Heat Island Effect

Through evapotranspiration vegetation has a general cooling
effect on its surroundings, thus reducing the heat island effect which
occurs with lots of heat reflecting hard surfaces in cities.

Runoff Quality

Reducing the Urban Heat Island

Air Pollution

Vegetation in urban areas can filter out some of the
airborne pollutants in our cities.

Reduced water runoff on green roofs
(taken from “Planting Green Roofs and Living Walls”)

Water running off a green roof is of a better quality than
from a standard roof. Green roof runoff generally has a
higher pH which reduces the effects of acid rain and also a
reduced quantity of pollutants.

Noise Pollution Amelioration

Green roofs can absorb sound, this can reduce the effects of noise in
cities.

Roof Gardens - The Benefits
There are other benefits they can have too...
Economic Benefits
Cooling, Insulation and Energy Efficiency

The cooling effects of roofs can greatly benefit building
temperatures through the hot summer months, therefore
reducing the energy needed in air conditioning. The insulation
effects in the winter are also beneficial, although the extent to
which green roofs aids insulation is still topic of research.

Public Relations

It looks good to be acting in an environmentally friendly way
and green roofs can be one such way of attracting the attention
of like-minded members of the public. Green roofs improve the
image of the immediate building as well as the whole city.

Increased Roof Life

Green roofs generally last longer than conventional roofs. People
assume because they hold water, they will be more prone to
leaks but if the green roof is constructed properly statistics show
that green roofs last longer.

Amenity & Aesthetic Benefits
Amenity Value

Intensive green roofs that are open to the public provide green
spaces that are of great value in our cities which seem to have
less and less green space at ground level.

Food Production

As people become more concerned with issues such as food miles,
green roofs can provide extra space within cities to grow food
locally.

Roof gardens look good!

Aesthetic Value

Green roofs look better than hard, flat, monotonous roof spaces. They
can improve the overall aesthetic of a city from above (or from tall
buildings) and they also provide pleasant, green places to relax and
escape from the city.

Feed Leeds

Promoting productive growing around Leeds

Feed Leeds
Feed Leeds is a project aimed at promoting local, sustainable food growing
in Leeds through supporting and connecting food growers, would-be food
growers, shops and markets, schools and anyone else who is interested in fresh,
healthy food grown locally.
The initial focus was to develop a strategic overview of all the food-growing
projects that already exist in Leeds, the results of this can be seen on the Feed
Leeds Map. The first high-profile project was an Edible Beds competition where
winning designs for aesthetically pleasing beds using only edible plants were
planted in beds outside the Civic Hall and in Parks around the city.

Incredible Edible
In 2013 Feed Leeds joined Incredible Edible, an urban gardening project
started in 2008 in Todmorden, a small market town in the Pennines. The
project aims to change the way people think and behave about food and the
environment by bringing people together to grow food locally, all over the
town. Unloved pieces of land are now community gardens growing food to
share.
The project is educating people about how local food can benefit health, wellbeing, the local economy, food resilience and sustainability. The principles of
Incredible Edible are moving across the globe and now more than 20 towns
have joined the movement and are adopting these important principles.

Leeds Edible Campus
Aiming to grow food all over Leeds University

Another project in Leeds taking on the spirit of Todmorden is the Leeds
Edible Campus which intends to transform the Leeds University Campus and
surrounding areas into a centre of productive growing by making the most
of leftover and unused spaces. Several existing projects are linked together
and mapped on the Leeds Edible Campus website map as well as all of the
ongoing and prospective projects around the campus.
The highlights of the Leeds Edible Campus include The Sustainable Garden in
Chancellors Court, the campus bee hives, the Bedford Fields Community Forest
Garden, the introduction of vegetables by the council in public spaces as well
as the new Leeds University Union roof garden. Work has also begun on the
Clothworker’s Courtyard, an already pleasant space which is being refurbished
to introduce ideas around productive planting, particularly focussing on their
non-edible properties such as plants for dyes.
Looking to the future of the edible campus, landscape architecture students
from Leeds Metropolitan University are suggesting, researching and designing
many other possible ideas.

The Leeds Edible Campus Area

The RISC Forest Roof Garden
The Reading International Solidarity Centre created a productive city centre roof garden

Area:
Completed:
Soil Depth:

200m2
June 2002
30cm

"Our plants have to work hard to be included"
The idea for this garden was generated as a response to the problem of
a leaking roof and the need to provide sound and heat insulation for a
conference hall which was also used for noisy events. It was decided to build
a forest garden which would be food-producing with a low maintenance,
no-dig approach. Permaculture principles guide the design and the garden
aims to replicate a natural woodland ecosystem, creating rooftop a forest
garden. It aims to be an educational tool to raise awareness of sustainable
development and of the importance of plants, particularly edible plants.

The RISC Forest Roof Garden
The Reading International Solidarity Centre created a productive city centre roof garden

The garden also aims to show how our modern lives and
eating habits are interdependent on worldwide food growing,
so over 185 perennial plants have been selected from all over
the world for this garden and each one has to work hard for
its place; most have multiple uses as food, medicine, fibre,
wood, wax, dye or cut flowers. These plants are set within a
layered forest garden system which reduces the maintenance
needed and supports 7 layers: Tall trees, Small trees & large
shrubs, Smaller shrubs, Herbaceous perennials, Ground cover,
Climbers and vines, Edible roots and tubers. This productivity
principle shows how carefully designed roof gardens could help
to resolve global issues including food security.
Other features of the garden demonstrate ways in which we
can all reduce our environmental footprint. These include:
composting of kitchen waste from the adjacent Global Cafe,
irrigation using harvested rainwater pumped by renewable
energy from a solar array and wind turbine, and the use of
recovered soil, recycled newspaper, wood, stone and plastic in
its construction.
An important design element to note is the irrigation system
which uses strategically placed mulch basins to store water
throughout the garden. The system uses gravity to feed the
overflow from water butts to the mulch basins which then act
as reservoirs which can be tapped into by plant roots during
periods of drought.

New York Rooftop Farming
A movement in New York City is bringing agriculture to the rooftops
New York is currently the centre of a global movement in rooftop farming. In a city
with very limited ground level space for growing and with many buildings with
large, flat rooftops New York is a perfect place for productive green roofs. The city
is home to the worlds largest rooftop farm - Brooklyn Grange (see next page); and
is soon to be the home of a new BrightFarms rooftop greenhouse. BrightFarms
is a company aiming to promote the use of state-of-the-art hydroponics systems
to make the most of available rooftop space utilising residual heat and water
collected from the building to aid in the growing process. As the importance of
locally grown, sustainable food becomes more prominent in public awareness,
these rooftop farms will only continue to grow in popularity.

A BrightFarms hydroponic rooftop greenhouse

The Brooklyn Grange flagship rooftop farm

New York Rooftop Farming
Eagle Street Rooftop Farm

Area:

Volunteers help sow seeds

560m2

Completed:

2009

Soil Depth:

15cm

On top of a three-storey industrial warehouse in Brooklyn, this 560m2 organic vegetable
farm is producing over 30 kinds of vegetables for sale within the local community. The
project was the brainchild of a team of interested professionals: a former engineer, a
farmer, a sound/stage company with a history of community investment and a green
roof construction company particularly interested in urban agriculture.
Design thinking has been vital in the development of the farm and everything has
been carefully evaluated, from access and health and safety issues to planning for
heavier elements to be placed over load-bearing structural beams. The soil mixture
of compost, rock particulates and shale and was chosen for its lightweight and waterretaining properties and was laid to a thickness of 15cm (at an approximate loading
of 165kg per m2) over a base system of polyethylene, drainage mats and retention
and separation fabrics.

The Eagle Street Rooftop Farm

The farm is community-orientated and hosts regular workshops for school groups and
residents and provides a useful educational resource and acts as a showcase for the
potential of rooftop farming. The same partnership of rooftop farm enthusiasts went
on to create the New York City rooftop farming organisation called ‘Brooklyn Grange’.
This organisation now has two, much larger, rooftop farms that are intended as a
profit making farms, these projects also highlight the possibility of highly productive
green roofs as part of urban agriculture.

The Sustainable Garden, Leeds
At the heart of the Leeds Edible Campus this beautiful garden raises awareness of current issues

Area:
Completed:
Soil Depth:

750m2
October 2013
min. 10cm

The Sustainable Garden in Chancellors Court is at the centre of the Leeds University
Campus and is the centrepiece of the Leeds Edible Campus to this point. It opened
in October 2013 and has been designed with sustainable themes at its core.
Originally, the idea was to create an Olympic themed garden as a legacy to London
2012 but the restrictions on the use of the Olympic brand made it very difficult
and so the idea was scrapped in favour of themes surrounding sustainability and
community involvement, taking a lead from the Incredible Edible movement.
Although at ground level, the site is effectively a roof garden with a university
recording studio below, this meant that the depth of soil had to be restricted to
just 100mm. This led to two inventive solutions being trialled on the site. Firstly,
a light weight substrate was used instead of topsoil, increasing the depth of soil
but slightly reducing the quality and secondly, ridge and furrow systems were
used which meant that the depth of soil could be increased for planting and
decreased in between. This helped ensure that the soil depth was enough for the
plants to grow but also met the strict loading constraints. Another solution was
the use of ‘pocket habitats’ which are effectively small bags filled with substrate
for growing. The use of these has been designed as an experiment using different
mixes of substrate in the bags to determine the best medium for growing food in
limited depths of soil.

The Sustainable Garden launch event

‘Pocket Habitats’ and recycled rubber paths

The Sustainable Garden, Leeds
At the heart of the Leeds Edible Campus this beautiful garden raises awareness of current issues

The Sustainable Garden is meant to be just that - sustainable. Many of the sustainability
issues of today have been addressed, here is a run down of a few of them:
- Edible/Productive Growing - Most of the plants throughout the garden are edible in
some way and students are invited to harvest the produce as they please, so long as it is the
right time of year to pick.
- Biodiversity and Urban Pollination - Wildflower meadows have been introduced to
promote biodiversity in the garden, creating a habitat for all sorts of insects. These meadows
are also full of species fit for pollinators, this is ideal for the already existing campus bee colony.
- Recycled Materials - Recycled materials have been used wherever possible. The material
used for the paths in the garden has been developed at the university, a crushed glass surface
is permeable but is also quite water retentive which slows down the infiltration rate of water
into the garden.
- Sustainable Irrigation - A porous pipe irrigation system has been laid under the surface
of the soil, this collects rainwater and releases it slowly into the soil. Water can also be pumped
through the pipe in times of drought watering directly to the plants roots, reducing the
amount of water needed and the rate of evaporation.
- Community Involvement - Weekly garden maintenance sessions are held for interested
students to learn more about gardening and food growing. The garden is also in a central
university campus location with lots of pedestrian traffic, information boards have been
erected to inform students and the public of how the garden is different.
This garden proves that an attractive garden can be sustainable and productive despite the
many problems faced in the design. The garden has so far been a success in promoting the
universities key aims for sustainability whilst also looking good to help entice prospective
students.

Bedford Fields, Leeds
A forest garden on public land in the centre of Leeds

Area:
Completed:
Soil Depth:

1,400m2
planted 2006
n/a

Just within the fuzzy edges of the Leeds Edible Campus, on council owned land, the Bedford
Fields Community Forest Garden intends to demonstrate the princinples of permaculture
within a productive forest garden setting. Leeds is a largely green city but the centre is almost
devoid of green spaces. This garden, which is close to the centre, is surrounded by tall trees
and allows for a feeling of returning to nature and an escape from the city.
As the project is set on council owned, publically accessible land in the centre of the city, the
garden must be suitable for all users and all of the food that is produced in the garden is
available for anyone who passes through. This provides an extra challenge in the design of
the garden as care must be taken to reduce the impact of public use, this is why the garden
has been cleverly concealed and currently isn’t heavily trafficked which will allow the forest
garden to establish itself over the first number of years, hopefully then the garden can be
made more obvious and inviting for passers by.
The aim of the planting within the forest garden is to provide food and other produce to
meet human needs whilst providing a habitat for wildlife. The yields will include fruit, herbs
and spices, perennial vegetables, unusual edibles from trees and shrubs and herbaceous
perennials, edible flowers, edible and medicinal mushrooms, medicines, fuel and canes from
coppice trees.
This project proves that forest garden principles can work on the ground and in public places.
Projects like this must be take responsibility to educate the public to the need for such
gardens and the global issues driving that need. The Bedford Fields project is unusual in that
it is publically open land and is as such at the mercy of the nature of people, whether good
or bad. The garden is for the community and regular maintenance sessions are available for
anyone to attend to learn more about forest gardens and permaculture principles in general.

LUU Green Roof, Leeds
A new green roof to promote growing your own food

Area:
Completed:
Soil Depth:

150m2
Ongoing
up to 40cm in planters

As part of the Leeds Edible Campus initiative and with funding from the newly launched
Green Exchange scheme a productive roof garden is to be built on the Leeds University
Union building. The building is at the heart of the Leeds University campus and will provide
approximately 150m2 of productive, intensive roof garden space which will be utilised by the
Bardon Grange Project team to grow and educate about edible plants.
The Bardon Grange Project is a community food growing project that is part of the Leeds
University Union. The project aims to give people a chance to grow organic food in communal
growing spaces whilst also teaching people how they can grow their own food in their garden
or just a windowsill. They also grow plants and produce to sell which helps to fund the project,
also to encourage people to grow and eat locally produced food.
The Leeds University Union roof garden will provide space for the Bardon Grange Project
(it’s right outside the team’s office!) to grow and teach about edible plants. A greenhouse,
built using two of the buildings external walls, and cold frames will provide space for seed
propagation. Elsewhere, containers made from reclaimed wood; used and adapted bath
tubs; and old pallets give soil depths up to approximately 40cm for growing. These containers
must be positioned carefully to comply with the 200kg/m2 weight limit for the space.

A pallet planter at the initial launch event

A limit to the number of people that can access the roof garden at any one time led to
the decision to utilise the space predominantly for growing produce with education as the
secondary element. This means that more of the space can be used for growing as opposed
to providing a relaxing and aesthetically pleasing garden space, although this is not being
completely neglected as it is important to make food growing spaces look good to provide
inspiration for people to use their own gardens for the purposes of growing produce.

Permaculture

An introduction to premaculture and forest gardens
Permaculture is about creating self-sustaining systems to maximise yields
using the least effort. By working with nature, studying its systems and
mimicking those systems we can create productive, regenerative and selfmaintained agricultural systems which are better for us (humans) and for
the environment.
Permaculture is an alternative to the labour and fuel intensive agricultural
systems we currently use. It is hoped that permaculture principles can begin
to bridge the gap in being able to produce enough food for everyone
without the continued damage to our world. If the current climate change
research is correct and the amount of land we can utilise for food production
is decreasing, then we will need new to make the most of methods which
can work with nature and provide more food on less land.

Forest Gardens

www.farmlove.org

Forest gardens are a particular way in which permaculture principles can be applied in practice. Modelled on natural woodland systems forest gardens consist
of layers which are interdependent. By using productive plants in each of these layers we can create systems which become mostly self-sustaining, like a natural
woodland, which also become hugely productive.
One of the main features that distinguishes a forest garden is that forest gardens rely on perennials compared with most vegetable gardens which tend to include
mainly annuals - such as tomatoes, lettuce or radishes. This is mainly because the high amounts of energy needed to grow annuals is seldom found in the shade of
a forest canopy and so perennials, with their less energy intensive needs and less demand for direct sunlight, become the crop of choice.
Plants can be chosen for their edible properties to create an edible forest garden, or plants can be chosen for other productive purposes such as producing firewood
or medicine, or for increasing biodiversity and creating natural habitats.
These gardens, once established, are best left to themselves, allowing nature to take control. However, weeding and pruning are still desirable in order to keep the
garden looking ‘beautiful’ - depending on your own definition of the word. Other maintenance and intervention will be necessary to get the maximum yield from
the forest garden. Mulching to improve the soil and selecting the most suitable plants to colonise specific areas of the garden are two such positive steps driven by
natural principles. Harvesting may become the most labour intensive job in the garden, which can hardly be seen as a bad thing!

Forest Gardens - The Layers
Explaining the layers of a forest garden

Depending on where you look, there are different definitions of how many layers comprise a
forest garden. Robert Hart, the pioneer of forest gardens, developed a system of 7 layers:
1. Tall Trees - Exisiting, or larger trees which form the ‘canopy’ of the forest garden. In an edible
forest garden these might typically be fruit trees. This layer must not completely cover the
garden area and patches with no tall trees must be allowed for light to penetrate to the layers
below. On a roof garden, care must be taken as to how tall to allow the tall trees to grow.
Windy conditions and a thin layer of soil can easily lead to falling trees, especially in summer
when in full leaf.
2. Small Trees & Large Shrubs - A layer of smaller trees, typically small nut trees and fruit
trees on dwarfed rootstock. Trees and shrubs on this layer should be able to thrive on the
dappled light left by the tall trees layer. It is common in a productive forest garden to use some
coppicing trees that can produce wood.
3. Smaller Shrubs - Predominantly shade tolerant limited height shrubs often producing berries.
4. Herbaceous Perennials - This layer of perennials does not produce woody stems and dies
back during the winter. This is one of the key productive layers in the garden, perennial
vegetables and herbs are grown for food and also for medicine.
5. Ground Cover - This is a further layer of perennial plants that can overlap with the layer
above, however, smaller, ground hugging plants are often used for their horizontal growing
tendencies. These plants often fill in the gaps between plants and have the added advantage
of retaining moisture in the soil, suppressing weeds and adding nutrients to the soil. A key layer
in reducing the maintenance needed.
6. Edible Roots & Tubers - Also known as the Rhizosphere, this layer of the garden is underground
where plants can be harvested for their roots and tubers. Care must be taken to not disturb
the roots of other plants in the garden when harvesting these.
7. Climbers & Vines - A layer of climbing plants and vines which have the additional benefits
of producing fruit, screening walls, providing shade and on roof gardens insulating walls too.
They are also great for aesthetic purposes.

www.reforestingscotland.org

Feeding Leeds
Can a city like Leeds grow its own food?

It has been estimated that only around 1% of the total food consumed in a
UK city comes from local, direct sources (Landshare 2013). Of the remainder
of the food approximately 52% comes from the rest of the UK, 33% from
the EU and 15% from the rest of the world. Research on how much land is
needed to feed the people of Leeds has been carried out and it suggests that
if each person has a food footprint of 0.2 hectares (2000m2), an estimate
which comes from Simon Fairlie’s “Can Britain Feed Itself?” and assumes a
diet including meat, then an area roughly 2.7 times the size of Leeds would
be needed to grow the food for the people of Leeds.
A further calculation showed that if people altered their diets to include
more vegetables and less meat, then by utilising all land suitable for
agriculture including existing parks and open spaces, schools and allotments
then approximately 27% of the total vegetable requirements of Leeds could
be produced. This figure could be increased if all flat, suitable roofs in Leeds
were converted to produce vegetables, although realistically this might not
make a vast difference.
However, this does provide food for thought and looking at the example
of the Brooklyn Grange Rooftop Farms in New York we find encouraging
signs. According to their website, the farms, spread across two large buildings,
produce roughly 22.7 tonnes of produce annually from an area of around
10,000m2. Assuming a person needs 0.15 tonnes of vegetables each year
(this figure was used in the calculation above) then that is enough produce
to feed 151 people for a year.
Scaling those figures down to the area of the proposed LUU Roof Garden, it
is possible to find that 6.4 tonnes of produced might be grown on the total
area of 2814m2, enough to feed 43 people for a year.
This approximation has been based on the food production of the rooftop
farms in New York which grow food commercially and on a scale much
larger than could be achieved on the LUU Roof Garden.

(from CULTIVATING FOOD SUSTAINABILITY: Envisioning a sustainable foodshed for Leeds)

Self-Sufficiency
What does it take to be self-sufficient?

At a smaller scale, we can look at how much land might be needed to feed
a person for a year. Jamie and Sally Seymour (1974) suggest that 5 acres
(20234m2) of good land is enough for a family of 5 to be completely selfsufficient with some extra produce left over to sell, including wood production
and the house/barn. This figure has been echoed in other publications (M.G.
Kains 1973)and means that an acre (4050m2) of land per person would be
enough to sustain a diet including meat and all other self-sufficiency measures
such as fuel.
Elsewhere, it is proposed that just 372m2 of land is enough to grow all of the
vegetables needed to provide one person with the calories they need to live for
a year. This method is known as the Grow Biointensive method of sustainable
mini-farming and was developed by John Jeavons. This would mean that there
is enough space to self-sufficiently feed 7 people on the LUU Roof Garden for
a year.
It should be noted that the permaculture methods, like the forest garden
suggested for part of the LUU Roof Garden, would need more land to produce
the same amount of food.

Illustration from Dorling Kindersley

LUU Roof Garden - Context
Where will the roof garden be?

The Leeds University Union building lies at the heart of the Leeds
University Campus and acts as a social hub for the students. It also sits
on perhaps the busiest thoroughfare through the university campus, not
only do students pass it as they go to their lectures but it is also on one
of the primary routes between Headingley (a popular residential area
for students) and Leeds city centre.
The LUU’s central location makes it a perfect location to house a
showcase roof garden which aims to highlight the possibilities of what
can be achieved on the roof of an existing building. It will act as an
educational garden to demonstrate the advantages of green roofs but
also as a productive and potentially profitable venture to help fund
itself and other green schemes within the university.

LUU Roof Garden
Size and typology of LUU green roof spaces

LUU Roof Garden

Four different garden areas of green roof to highlight different ways a roof garden can be productive

The Agriculture Garden

The Forest Garden

The Back Garden

The Experimental Garden

An area of roof dedicated to demonstrating that rooftop farms are
capable of growing crops on a commercial scale. To grow commercially,
a limited pallette of vegetables suited to the site could be chosen, the
crops could then be used in the rooftop café, the LUU bar and the excess
could be sold to students or to local restaurants. Alternatively, this space
could demonstrate the area of land needed to sustain one person for
one year.
Designed as the centrepiece of the LUU Roof Garden and a destination
with a café, forest garden, demonstrative rooftop farming and a
pleached garden with views across Leeds. The forest garden would add
a sense of mystery as the tall plants would block the view and the visitor
would have to ‘explore’ the forest before the rest of this rooftop space
opens up.

On the site of the existing roof garden, this space would continue to grow
food productively in all sorts of recycled planters. Intended to show how
people could use their gardens to grow their own fruit and vegetables in
anything from an old bathtub to a decrepit chest of drawers.

From hydroponics to aeroponics, retractable green walls to solar powered
irrigation systems, the experimental garden is intended to be used as its
name suggests to experiment! Here, new methods should be trialled to
see how effect they may be for food growing on roofs. This area will also
act as the power plant, producing electricity from sustainable sources,
this energy will be used to power the irrigation systems, lighting and
café.

LUU Roof Garden
Key features of the proposed roof garden

LUU Roof Garden - Access
Access and safety issues for the roof garden

Retrofitting any building with a
green roof requires a thorough
structural inspection by an engineer
to calculate the maximum loading
that the roof can withstand. A roof
can be upgraded to carry more
weight, this can be expensive but
if the budget allows it can greatly
improve the final roof garden.
Other safety precautions must also
be adhered to including providing
a fence around the edges of the
roof and for intensive green roofs,
there must be quick access off the
roof in case of fire.
This plan shows the location of the
possible access points for the roof
garden as well a new bridge and
several new staircases which would
provide access around the rooftop.
All of what is proposed here would
need to be more thoroughly
investigated by architects and
engineers.

LUU Roof Garden - Irrigation
A system for collecting rainwater and irrigation

Extensive roof gardens are usually designed to rely solely on water from rainfall
to survive. This results in a roof of changing appearance throughout the year as
climactic conditions affect the growth of the plants, in periods of drought the
plants die back but after rain they burst into life and colour. On intensive roof
gardens, especially where productive growing is taking place, irrigation systems
have to be put in place to ensure the plants survive.
Water management is a key problem area, particularly retro-fitted roof gardens.
Generally, roofs are designed to allow rainwater to run off as quickly as possible,
this conflicts with the needs of plants on a green roof. Therefore, we need to
carefully design and implement efficient irrigation systems which preferably use
stored rainfall or grey water to reduce the amount of mains water used. To water
the plants with as little waste as possible the water should ideally be transported
straight to the plants roots underneath the surface of the soil, this reduces the
amount water lost through evaporation. Computer controlled pumps and
timing systems can also help to reduce wasted water and these systems should be
powered through renewable sources when possible.

Rain water collection in the ‘Back Garden’

LUU Roof Garden - Power
Renewable energy sources and the weight considerations for the roof
Power Generation
It is suggested that all of the energy needs of the roof garden should be produced through
renewable sources, further extending the self-sustaining nature of the roof garden wherever
possible. The energy needs of the green roof will not be too demanding - the main components
requiring power would be the irrigation pump system; the Roof Garden Café; any other
experimental systems such as the moving green walls; and finally the lighting across the rooftop.
Solar power, through the use of photovoltaic cells and wind power, through small rooftop
turbines are the most likely sources of energy for a project of this nature.
Solar power has the advantage of having a greater energy output during periods of prolonged
sunshine, this coincides with dry periods during which the energy demands of the irrigation
pump system will be higher as the plants are in greater need of watering. This means that the
most energy is produced at exactly the right time! Similarly, if a system using header tanks is
in place, windier and commonly wetter periods will have the wind turbines outputting their
largest amounts of energy as the need for pumping water up to the header tanks is at its peak
- more perfect coupling.

Power generation in the ‘Experimental Garden’

Weight Considerations
A survey for the original LUU roof garden suggested that a weight of 200kg/m2 should not be exceeded to
ensure the safety of the garden and its users. For the purposes of the design of the rest of the LUU roof garden it
has been assumed that this limit could be raised to increase the productivity and heighten the aesthetic value.
A limit of 200kg/m2 would limit the possibilities for an intensive roof garden significantly. This weight restriction
would only allow a layer of saturated lightweight substrate (ZinCo Urban Rooftop Farming Substrate) to a
depth of 17cm which would only be suitable for certain types of vegetables, and certainly not for trees in a
forest garden. Therefore, it is likely that the structure of the roof would need significantly strengthening the to
support a fully effective intensive garden as proposed here.

ZinCo Urban Rooftop Farming System

Using ZinCo Urban Rooftop Farming Substrate which has a saturated density of 1,200kg/m3 at a depth of 3050cm the roof would need to be able to support a loading of 360-600kg/m2. This would account for a worst
case scenario in which the substrate was completely saturated and is a typical weight limit for intensive green
roofs.

The Agriculture Garden
How a rooftop farm might look

The Forest Garden
Plan of The Forest Garden and The Back Garden

The Experimental Garden
An exciting space trying out all the latest methods of productive roof gardening

Planting - The Agriculture Garden
Plants suggested for growing using traditional allotment/farming techniques

Kale

Lettuce

Brassica oleracea

J

Tomatoes

Lactuca sativa

Lycopersicon esculentum

Harvest

Harvest

Harvest

Harvest

June - October

July - October

July - September

Spacing

Spacing

Spacing

45cm

10-30cm

75cm

Spacing

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

15cm

10cm

20cm

45cm

Soil Depth
20cm

Notes

Notes

Notes

Some varieties can be
harvested in winter

Popular and very tasty!

M

Cucumis sativus

December - April

A good vegetable for winter
harvest

F

Cucumber

A

M

J

J
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F
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A

M

J

J

A
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M

A

M

J

J
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Notes
Can be very productive
but require high
maintenance
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Planting - The Agriculture Garden
Plants suggested for growing using traditional allotment/farming techniques

Dandelions

Rocket

Taraxacum officinale

Runner Beans

Eruca sativa

Phaseolus coccineus

Harvest

Harvest

Harvest

Harvest

April - November

July - October

September - March

Spacing

Spacing

Spacing

15cm

10-15cm

23cm

Spacing

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

10cm

10cm

20cm

15cm

Soil Depth
20cm

Notes

Notes

Notes

Perennial salad leaf,
fashionable and very
easy to grow

Produce a reliable,
bountiful crop

F

Allium porrum

March - September

Perennial salad plant, easy to
grow. The leaves and the root
are edible

J

Leeks

M

A

M

J

J
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M
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M

J
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O
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Good winter vegetable
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Planting - The Agriculture Garden
How the proposed agriculture garden might look

Planting - The Forest Garden
Plants that could fulfill roles in the rooftop forest garden

Forest Garden

Cherry

Prunus avium

7 Layers
1. Tall Trees
2. Small Trees & Large Shrubs
3. Smaller Shrubs
4. Herbaceous Perennials
5. Ground Cover
6. Climbers and Vines
7. Edible Roots and Tubers
Forest gardens can be created
entirely with edible plants,
effectively making a
self-sustaining forest that you
can eat!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Forgard2-003.gif

Dwarf Apple

J

Redcurrents

Malus cultivars

Ribes rubrum

Harvest

Harvest

Harvest

July - September

July - October

July - August

Layer

Layer

Layer

Tall trees

Small trees & large shrubs

Smaller shrubs

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

45cm

40-60cm

30cm

Notes

Notes

Notes

Will not grow to full height in
this depth of soil, less likely to
be blown down

Train as espaliers for edge of
builiding

Shade tolerant, good for
making jellies
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Planting - The Forest Garden
Plants that could fulfill roles in the rooftop forest garden

Asparagus

Wild
Strawberries

Asparagus officinalis

April - June

A

M

J

J

30cm

20cm

Expensive vegetable to buy in
the shops

A

S

O

N

D

Layer
Edible roots and tubers

Soil Depth

Soil Depth

Notes

M

Climbers and vines

Ground cover

45cm

Harvest
October - March

Layer

Layer

Soil Depth

F

July - September

June - October

Herbaceous perennials

Helianthus tuberosus

Harvest

Harvest

Layer

Jerusalem
Artichoke

Rubus caesius

Fragaria vesca

Harvest

J

Loganberry

Soil Depth
30-40cm

Notes
Large, red, sharp tasting fruit

Notes

Notes

Usually avoid attention of birds

J

F
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M

J

J
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Good winter food
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Planting - The Forest Garden
An example planting plan for the rooftop forest garden

Apple
Malus domestica

Cherry
Prunus avium

Redcurrent
Ribes rubrum

Serviceberry
Amelanchier arborea

Loganberry
Rubus caesius

Creeping Raspberry
Rubus calycinoides

Black Bamboo
Phyllostachys nigra

Wild Garlic
Allium ursinum

Planting - The Forest Garden
How the proposed forest garden might look

The Experimental Garden
A moodboard of the some key ideas for the experimental garden

The experimental garden should be a place where the very latest ideas, that have not been tried
before, can be tested. However, the area could be a showcase of existing technologies which are
helping to make our roofs into productive areas.

Moveable green walls

Vertical hydroponics

Vertical planters

Photovoltaic cells produce electricity

Compact wind turbines

The Experimental Garden
How the proposed experimental garden might look

The Future

Increasing the productivity of the LEC with more green roofs
It seems as though a new era of productive rooftops
could be just around the corner.
As more people see the benefits of growing food
locally and of green roofs, the two can be married
together happily to increase the space we have
for green space and for growing in our cities.
Movements like that in New York will hopefully
become more prevalent around the world and
rooftop farming will become an accepted source of
local food.
For the Leeds Edible Campus, the future could also
hold more for productive green roofs. Now that the
ball is rolling and the existing portion of the LUU
Roof Garden is being developed, hopefully funding
for similar projects will begin to follow. The ideas
proposed in this document provide an ideal which
may, in reality, be too costly to fulfill. However, all of
these ideas have been proven elsewhere and there
is no reason that they should not work in Leeds.
From satellite imagery it is possible to locate other
flat roofs within the Leeds University campus and
to approximate which roofs may be accessible for
intensive green roof purposes.
Assuming that the flat and accessible roof space
shown on this map could be used to grow food, an
area of 9250m2 could theoretically provide enough
space to grow vegetables for 140 people.

LUU Roof Garden
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